For a spin-1/2 particle moving in a background magnetic field in noncommutative phase space, Dirac equation is solved when the particle is allowed to move off the plane that the magnetic field is perpendicular to. It is shown that the motion of the charged particle along the magnetic field has the effect to increase the magnetic field. In the classical limit, matrix elements of the velocity operator related to the probability give a clear physical picture: Along an effective magnetic field the mechanical momentum is conserved and the motion perpendicular to the effective magnetic field follows a round orbit. If using the velocity operator defined by the coordinate operators, the motion becomes complicated.
Introduction
To resolve the problem of infinite energies in quantum field theory, the idea of space-time non-commutativity was proposed [1] . Discoveries in string theory and M-theory that effects of noncommutative(NC) spaces may appear near the string scale and at higher energies [2] [3] [4] greatly motivate the studies in these areas. Recently, a lot of problems have been investigated on the theory of NC spaces such as the quantum Hall effects [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , the harmonic oscillator [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the coherent states [15] , the thermodynamics [16] , the classical-quantum relationship [17] , the motion of the spin-1/2 particle under a uniform magnetic field [18] , various kinds of relativistic oscillators [19, 20, 23, 24] , etc. In [18] , the particle is confined to the plane the applied magnetic field is perpendicular to. Here in this article, we discuss the case that the particle is allowed to move off the plane.
In the next section, we derive the energy spectrum and wave functions in 3D NC phase space. It is shown that the NC 3D phase space induces an effective magnetic field in a new direction. Matrix elements of velocity and momentum operators give solutions to the semiclassical equations of motion. The final section is the summary.
Three-dimensional motion
Without the loss of generality, we assume that the magnetic field is along the z-axis. In the symmetry gauge, components of the vector potential in 3D space have the form , where 
The three equations in (4) can be rewritten in the vector form as ˆˆ       dp q B dt (6) where 2 2 0 3 0 0
(sin ,sin , 2 cos ) / 2
B m n q a n a (7) Clearly, Equation (6) 
In case of 0   , this velocity operator û  reduces to c  . We see that the velocity operator defined by the time derivative of the coordinates and that from the Heisenberg Equation (6) 
, which can be considered as the probability density without ambiguity. In commutative case and in the coordinate representation, the canonical momentum operator is and its complex conjugate is
 is the probability current density. In noncommutative case, the situation becomes complicated. To see the meaning of Equation (9), we make a commutative realization of the noncommutative coordinate and momentum operators
In deriving (11a,b), the relation 0    has been used for mathematical simplicity. The quantities j
x and j P in (11a, b) are the coordinate and momentum operators in commutative spaces. Using (11b) and the realization
, it is found that Equation (9) can still be written as (10 
The plane perpendicular to this effective magnetic field is spanned by the two orthogonal unit 
It is not difficult to show the following commutation relations 
It is easy to see that and so the eigenvalues 
The operators (27) 
In quantum field theory, the negative energy corresponds to the antiparticle.
For the motion on the plane, the state can't be described by A n completely. For a 2D problem, we usually need two quantum numbers to describe the states of the system. Define two new operators 
In the derivations, the following relations are used. In the large quantum number limit
From (34), we see that
is really a constant. The forms (34) describe a round orbit. For the velocity operators (8),
is not a constant. In another word, the velocity operators defined by the time derivative of the coordinates don't give a clear physical picture. By some calculations, we also get
There are the relations
, which agrees with the ones in special relativity.
One can check (34, 36) are the solutions to the classical equations corresponding to (6) or (16) . In relativistic quantum mechanics, the eigenvalues of the velocity operator are not the actual velocity of the particle. Quantum matrix elements in the classical limit provide the desired results.
Summary
Starting from the Dirac equation, the motion of a charged spin-1/2 particle in a background magnetic field is studied in 3D NC phase space. The motion of the particle off the plane that the magnetic field is perpendicular to tends to increase the effective magnetic field. The matrix elements of velocity operators from the probability give classical solutions. The velocity operators defined by the coordinate operators are quite different from those related to the probability current.
Finally, let us analyze the effects of the noncommutativity. the noncom e parameters are zero. The terms in the bracket are the modification due to the noncommu commutativity needs super high energies, which demands that the quantum number n is large and the magnetic field is super strong. For a super strong magnetic field on the surface of neutron stars 9 10  B Tesla [32] , the absolute value of the modification induced by the noncommutativity is measurable. However, it is very mpared to the first term. So, to detect the noncommutative effects directly needs extremely high precision.
